AQUACOLOR is a delicate permanent coloring powder, it does not contain
ammonia and you can mix it simply with water. NO DEVELOPER/PEROXIDE IS
REQUIRED! Its sweet formula does not have lightening effect, but its high
tonalizing power allows you to perfectly cover grey/white hair, ensuring a
natural, shiny and durable color.
Preparation:
wear appropriate protective garments: gloves and head cover. Provide
with a precision scale to balance and to weight correctly the ingredients.
Use potable water for the mixing. For best results: follow closely the
instructions on the packaging and the recommended doses in order to
weight and to mix the different ingredients and to get the right coloring
blend.
Application:

AQUACOLOR
WATER BASED HAIR COLOR
permanent hair color in powder, ammonia free
ECOLOGICAL & ECO FRIENDLY FORMULA
DEVELOPER/OXIDANT EMULSION/PEROXIDE FREE
AMMONIA FREE
RESORCINOL FREE
ETHANOLAMINE FREE
PHTHALATES FREE
SLS, SLES, SULPHATE FREE
PARABEN FREE
MINERAL OIL FREE
PRESERVATIVE FREE
ALLERGENS FREE
GLUTEN FREE, VEGAN OK
NOT TESTED ON ANIMALS

First time coloring, regrowth coverage and high percentage of white/grey
hair to be covered (more than 30%): follow the MIXING RATIO 1:6. Into non
metallic bowl, pour 10 gr of Aquacolor powder together with 60 ml of water,
then mix it well. Apply the coloured blend onto the hair following the usual
hair coloring process. Leave it for 40-45 minutes (depending on the
percentage of the grey/white hair to be covered and by the hair
absorption capacity). At the end of the laying time, proceed with a suited
post-color shampooing, rinse thoroughly, then style as you prefer.
For subsequent coloring or toning service,
application on hair length and low
percentage of white/grey hair to be
covered (less than 30 %): follow the
MIXING RATIO 1:10. Into non metallic
bowl, pour 10 gr of Aquacolor powder
together with 100 ml of water, then mix it
well. Apply the coloured blend onto the
hair, leave it for 20-25 minutes. At the end
of the laying time, proceed with a suited
post-color shampooing, rinse thoroughly,
then style as you prefer.

